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Background The decision-making process for clients in need of long-term care is challenging and clients need to make choices about the care they prefer. A tool to assist the clients and caregivers with the decision-making and elicitation on preferences could be beneficial. The aim is to investigate user-requirements of a tool for the decision-making.

Methods We applied a user-centred design to develop this tool. This was an interactive process of collecting data with end-users and improving the prototypes. The end-users included clients, relatives, and caregivers. Four end-users participated in a development team and 22 end-users were interviewed individually. We collected data during three phases of iteration: look and feel, navigation, and content. We analysed the data using thematic analysis and adjusted the prototype after each phase.

Results The lay-out was approved by all participants during the look and feel phase, but there was a need for different/neutral pictures. During the navigation phase, participants experienced easy navigation, but text-blocks had to be shortened. Considering the content, participants missed questions about well-being/happiness. After the third phase, the tool was finalized.

Conclusion The user-centred design was necessary to move from the prototypes to the finalized tool fitting usability-requirements of end-users. The tool ‘What matters to me’ (http://www.watikbelangrijkvind.nl) is currently in the feasibility-testing phase.
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Background Advance care planning (ACP) often occurs too late in the disease course of patients affected by brain tumors. Furthermore, the perspectives of brain tumor stakeholders on ACP are not well described. This study uses a social media tweet chat to understand perspectives on ACP among brain tumor stakeholders.

Methods This qualitative descriptive study analyzed a tweet chat (real-time virtual group discussion on the social media platform Twitter) of brain tumor stakeholders. The 1-hour tweet chat was organized by the patient-run Twitter community referred to with the hashtag #BTSM, which stands for Brain Tumor Social Media. Participants reflected on four questions about ACP by including #BTSM in tweets. Unique tweets and stakeholder type (i.e. patient, caregiver, advocate or organization member, clinical provider and researcher, leader) were categorized. The tweet chat transcript was analyzed to identify key themes.

Results Fifty-two participants from four countries contributed 336 unique Tweets. Most participants were patients, clinical providers or researchers, and advocates or organizations. There were four key themes regarding brain tumor stakeholder perspectives about ACP: 1) cultural barriers prevent discussions of death; 2) ensuring one’s voice is heard; 3) Goldilocks’ approach to timing – fearing ACP is too early or too late; and 4) crowdsourcing ACP resources.

Conclusions A multi-national group of brain tumor stakeholders engaged in ACP discussions via a social media tweet chat and highlighted important challenges and opportunities. Social media is a new avenue in which clinicians and patients may engage with to better understand each other’s perspectives related to ACP.